Alcohol Testing Equipment Manufacturer Lifeloc Technologies Announces
Innovative New Sequence™ Software to Simplify Alcohol Screening for Law
Enforcement Use
As a leading alcohol testing equipment manufacturer, Lifeloc provides law enforcement
administrators more control and consistency with Sequence software.
Wheat Ridge, CO (PRWeb) June 21, 2007 -- Lifeloc Technologies' (www.lifeloc.com) new Sequence™ software
available on its popular FC20 model portable breathalyzer is designed for roadside DUI enforcement,
administrative enforcement for underage drinking and other applications that require verified test data. The
sophisticated, software-driven system automatically walks an officer through approved testing procedures,
helping ensure that the essential steps and proper timing are followed, and all necessary data is automatically
recorded in digital memory.
Sequence™ software was developed in collaboration with police authorities, and is patterned after Lifeloc's
highly successful and industry-leading EasyMode™ System which has widespread use in the transportation and
workplace alcohol testing arenas.
The Sequence™ software protocol is flexible, made possible by Lifeloc's patented digital software platform. It
can be customized at the factory to fit individual agencies' testing requirements, which vary significantly by
locality according to state and local regulations. Sequence easily leads officers through an agency's mandated,
step-by-step protocol using simple, menu-driven prompts in plain-English, making testing faster, easier and much
less prone to procedural errors.
Once testing is completed, test details and calibration data are captured in memory within the FC20. No
peripheral equipment is required, and the device itself is no larger than a package of cigarettes. Results can be
printed directly to a portable printer or downloaded to a computer, either on-scene or later.
Other unique FC20 features include electronic calibration reminder and lockout, with Lifeloc's exclusive
password protection. This feature allows administrators to control their alcohol testing program and help ensure
testing credibility and consistency.
For additional information or demonstration, contact alcohol testing equipment manufacturer Lifeloc at
1-800-722-4872; info @ lifeloc.com; or visit www.lifeloc.com
About Lifeloc Technologies:
For over 20 years, Denver-based alcohol testing equipment manufacturer Lifeloc Technologies (www.lifeloc.com
) has served the business, law enforcement and corrections communities by providing high-tech alcohol testing
devices. Used in over 35 countries, Lifeloc's breath alcohol testing devices are recognized for their ease-of-use,
reliability and long life. Lifeloc products have been tested and approved by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, a part of the U.S. Department of Transportation, as well as multiple state forensic laboratories in
the U.S. and in many other countries.
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Contact Information
Amy Evans
Lifeloc Technologies
http://lifeloc.com/
303-431-9500

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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